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“Are You Troubled By Demons?” 

(Mark 1:21-28) 

 

Before Mother Teresa died, the Archbishop of Calcutta ordered an 

______________ to be performed on her. 

 

Possession by ___________ has become a handy way to explain 

some of the ___________ events that occur in our world. 

 

When Glenda, the good witch in “Wicked” was asked “why does 

wickedness exist?” She proposed 2 possibilities: “Are people 

__________ wicked?” – or “Do they have ________________ 

thrust upon them?” 

 

We should be careful about how much _____________ we allow 

ourselves in taking up __________________ causes. 

 

Word List 

born   controversial   demons 

exorcism  passion   tragic 

wickedness 

 

 

#1. - The people Jesus cast demons out of were not 

____________  at all. 

 

The Gerasene demoniac in Mark 5 lived in a _____________. 

 

He told Jesus his name was “___________, for we are many.” 

 

A legion of soldiers was __________ men. 

 

This man no longer had any sense of individual ___________. 

 

We really don’t know what the New Testament means when it 

speaks of casting out evil ___________. 

 

Word List 

6,000   cemetery  identity 

Legion   Monsters  spirits 

 

 

 
 

 



#2. – Jesus still casts out __________ today whether they be  

          physical, ____________ or _____________. 

 

All of us have times when we are confronted with ____________ 

and ______________ that almost overwhelm us. 

 

What a comfort to know that we have a Friend who can 

________ brokenness of ________ kind – whether it is physical, 

emotional or spiritual – if we will let Him! 

 

You see, _________ in God plays a role in our ___________! 

 

Word List 

any   Demons  Emotional 

emotions  heal   healing    

problems  Spiritual  trust 

 

 

 

What is the biggest issue in having a _____________ attitude? 

It is whether we truly _________ God! 

 

There’s no question that our __________ state can affect the ability 

of our mind, body or emotions being _____________ to healing. 

 

We can’t let the drama of this story distract us from what’s really 

happening. Jesus saw a man who needed ________ and he gave 

him that ________ just as he has helped millions since! 

 

How about you? 

 

 

Are you troubled by such worrisome, but everyday demons like 

worry, __________, envy, resentment, ________ or unforgiveness? 

 

Word List 

guilt   hatred   help 

help   mental   positive 

receptive  trust 

 

 

 

You have a friend who loves to cast out demons! 

 

He wants to help, if you will let Him! 
 

 

 

 


